State College Holstein in Howell Sale May 11

"A Discussion by Dr. Martin H. Patnode...

Minneapolis—Michigan State University in the name of the American Holstein breeders' habitat..."
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MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE CO.

The telephone helps the modern farmer to make money

The telephone service enables the farmer
to call buyers in surrounding towns and
obtain the best prices for grain, livestock,
hogs, fruits and vegetables.

When machinery repairs are needed, or
when it is time to buy spring supplies, a
telephone enables him to learn where prices
are lowest.

And, in emergencies, he can summon
aid immediately, by telephone.

The telephone is worth more than its
costs.
ALADDIN And His Wonderful Lamp

You have read the story of Aladdin and his wonderful lamp—how by merely rubbing that lamp he could make the Genie appear just when help was needed.

In the same way we can call upon life insurance for aid when the 'rub' is in life's game. Here are a few ways in which life insurance answers the家用.

1. Protecting the family's future.
2. Assuring one's own comfort in later years.
3. Covering mortgages, other obligations that might involve an estate and/or work needed on the family's own necessities.
4. Assuring old age in years long gone.
5. Providing for the death of a family member.
6. To be sure one owns a similar property after a certain period.
7. To build up financial standing; to build a personal reserve.
8. To build up a reservoir of capital.

Another thing to consider is that life insurance is not just for the beautiful. It is not just for the tip-top look. It is not just for the well-to-do. Anyone can have it, and it is not a luxury, but a necessity.

A Barometer of Exchange.

As a barometer of exchange, the most important lesson is that money should be based on the gold standard. The gold standard is a system in which the value of money is determined by the amount of gold available. This system was adopted by many countries in the 19th century, including the United States, and has been used to ensure the stability of the currency and the economy. The gold standard was based on the idea that the value of money should be linked to the value of gold, which is a stable and precious metal. This system helped to ensure that the value of money would not fluctuate wildly as it did during the previous system, the bimetallic standard.

The gold standard was eventually abandoned in the 1930s, and since then many countries have adopted fiat money systems, in which the value of money is determined by the government and not by the availability of gold. These systems have been more flexible, but they have also been more prone to economic fluctuations. The current system of managing currency is a compromise between the gold standard and fiat money systems, and it is designed to allow for some degree of flexibility while also maintaining some degree of stability. It is up to the individual country to decide the best system for its own economy, and it is important to consider the pros and cons of each system before making a decision. It is also important to consider the impact of currency management on the global economy, and to work towards a system that is fair and just for all countries.

Buying Quality FENCE through the Farm Bureau

P. A. B. P., in our判断, will give many years of efficient service in the farm, starting with the laying of fence and finishing with the maintenance of fence. This is why the Farm Bureau Fence is made in the size and style of your choice, and why it is so important to have this type of fence. It is made in a size and style for every purpose about the farm. It is made in a size and style for every purpose about the farm. The Farm Bureau Fence is good, durable, and will last a lifetime, if properly cared for. It is made in a size and style for every purpose about the farm. The Farm Bureau Fence is good, durable, and will last a lifetime, if properly cared for. It is made in a size and style for every purpose about the farm. The Farm Bureau Fence is good, durable, and will last a lifetime, if properly cared for.

For Managed Currency

The molehill must grow as the mountain shrinks. If all the funds in the central banks of countries such as Germany, France, and Japan are concentrated in one country, such as the United States, the country could be kept in constant balance. It is important for the country to keep the balance when its continued existence requires it, or near the 1926 level; and having the London or New York gold standard. This would upset the plans of the people. The Central bank, establishing the index price of commodities, is the dominant factor in economic affairs. The Central bank must have the gold supply; other states must have it kept pace with the rising genius of scientists and inventors who are producing marvelous new machines with a management of the money system that cannot be corrupted; and a banking system that will not trust itself to build for the future. The man who bought a house, pays the mortgage, and credits according to their own necessities and capabilities. The man who buys a house, pays the mortgage, and credits according to their own necessities and capabilities. The man who buys a house, pays the mortgage, and credits according to their own necessities and capabilities.
For Heady Yields of High Quality Crops

SEED is the most important factor in making a crop. Its choice is in your hands. This is the time. The better you grow your crops the better your produce will be on the market. Farm Bureau's Michigan grown, selected, tested seeds are chosen for their ability to produce heavy yields of top quality hay or grain.

Your Local Farm Bureau distributor has these Farm Bureau seeds in stock:

### ALFALFAS

- Farm Bureau Michigan Variegated
- Great Lew Cost, Heavy Yielding, Long Lived Hay Producer

Certified HAYGROW and certified U.S.M.

Eligible for certified seed production. Unexcelled for hay.

### CLOVES

Red Clover, Albers, Michigan, and Sweet Clover

High yield, hardy, disease resistant, early flowering. The best clover.

### HUSKING and ENSILAGE CORN


Ensilage Corn: Farm Bureau Yellow Ensilage, Farm Bureau White Seed.

### CERTIFIED ROUST BEANS

Also light and dark red kidney beans

### OATS and BARLEY

Certified Wisconsin oats (for light soils) and worthy oils (heavy soils), any Michigan's best and heaviest yielding oats. Certified Spartan barley generally out yields other varieties at 2 to 30 bushels per acre.

### OTHER FARM BUREAU CERTAIN SEEDS

- Tomnicks, Baker Grain, Mill, Field Per, Michigan Grown, Mendota Bay Beans

SEED GUARANTEE: Only Farm Bureau guarantees seed to be in the farmer to the full purchase price of seed at harvest, free of moisture, description, origin and purity as described in catalog.

### For Farm Bureau ALFALFA SEED—see your local distributor of Farm Bureau Seeds

For MERMASH—see your local distributor of Farm Bureau Seeds

### 1,000 TRACTOR HOURS!

No Repairs Motor Perfect

For FARMERS

I have been using Farm Bureau Oils in my car and tractor for two years and an very well satisfied with the results. 3 lbs. of the mixture are all that is needed for the whole year. I never have to add oil to the tractor or car between oil changes.

### STORY of the SALESMAN and the Baby Chicks

Lawrence Wright of the Farm Bureau Supply Store at Bay City tells the story of Mr. E. S. Needham, raising White Rock chicks on Farm Marx 162. The day the chicks were 4 weeks old, a sales man called to sell him another chick starter.

Finally the salesman said, "I'll show you how much better baby chicks can be. If 50 of our starter birds weighed 50 pounds at six weeks, you must admit that saving our feeds. If 50 of your starter birds weighed 50 pounds at six weeks, you must admit that saving 20,000 pounds of bird feed. You produced his scales and started weighing chicks. Not one did he find weighing less than a pound. That was a tough test. Ten men out of 50 would all keep his mark for his feed and the chicks fed Mermash weighed a pound or more. At six weeks Mr. Needham reported that the Mermash pellets averaged 1½ pounds.

Mermash aims to be the lowest priced, best chick starter on the market. It's a superior dry mash. Baby chicks—grow pullets maintain peak egg production at lowest cost supplying all necessary food elements. It's life time ration.

If you need supplies poultry and pullets with livers in feed—this is the mash—take a look. Weights and eggs are distinct in both. This is a very important food and growth element. That's why we feed them, they grow the best. We have no better seed. You never need to add oil again.

### 1894-1944, 50 years to quality service

Farm Bureau Services, Lansing, Michigan

Bakers® 131-316-30-50, 10% Pennsylvania oil

In a gallon cans and drums at Farm Bureau prices that will save you money.